Note that invention and discovery are different. Discovery is exploring and finding out something that preexisted and nothing new to the world. Only people did not know until the discovery if it existed or not. Meanings of discovery are: to make known; reveal; disclose and from these meaning, we can find that discovering means to reveal something of finding something that already existed but we did not know where. You would need to talk about a famous invention as the cue card asks you to talk about that has positively affected the entire human race. Very insignificant inventions may have affected some people of a certain geographic location but there are many inventions like telephones, computers and televisions have greatly affected the whole human race. It might not be the best (introduce) to handheld computing because it is quite advanced, but you'll find an (explain) of all the features in the detailed manual. Introduction, explanation. The Powertop has been (science) designed to fit a lot of computing power in your palm. Scientifically. The (invent) of a unique wireless Internet connection means there's a world of (discover) just waiting for you. Invention, discovery. Did you know that George Washington had (wood) teeth? Wooden. The old astronomer patiently made his (observe) and wrote down what he saw. Observation. (Research) What are the most important scientific breakthroughs in history? Learn about 10 scientific breakthroughs we couldn't live without. As Crocodile Dundee would say, "That's not a knife." That's why we come to the blade -- and its iterations as an axe, a knife and so on -- as a breakthrough that literally saves the lives of humans. In fact, new research has shown that stone tools like a blade didn't just allow humans to eat better, wear better protective clothing and make for a good fight scene in "West Side Story." The telephone made instant communication possible and led to other amazing inventions such as the television and the computer. Without the telephone, there would be no Internet, no radio and no mobile phones. Today, a world without the telephone is unimaginable. 6. The Esperanto language was created in the late 18th century by Dr Ludovic Lazarus Zamenhof. It took him about 10 years to develop. Dr Zamenhof created Esperanto because he wanted to encourage peace and understanding between people of different countries. He thought that inventing a simple language that everyone in the world could le Here are ten inventions – from American inventor Thomas Edison’s light bulb to the cellular phone – that naysayers falsely predicted were doomed. Some inventions of yesteryear are now so ubiquitous that it’s hard to imagine modern life without them, but during their early days of development the creations of many inventors were met with ridicule and scorn. Here are 10 inventions – from American inventor Thomas Edison’s light bulb to the cellular phone – that naysayers falsely predicted were doomed. The electric light bulb.